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Adrian Winckles is Course Leader/Senior Lecturer for BSc (Hons) Information Security and Forensic Computing and Security Researcher at Anglia Ruskin University. He is OWASP Cambridge Chapter Leader, OWASP Europe Board Member and is involved in rebooting the Cambridge Cluster of the UK Cyber Security Forum. His security research programs include (in)security of software defined networks/everything (SDN/Sdx), novel network botnet detection techniques within cloud and virtual environments, distributed honeypots for threat intelligence, advanced educational techniques for teaching cybercrime investigation and virtual digital crimescene/incident simulation. He has successfully competed a contribution to the European FP7 English Centre of Excellence for Cybercrime training, research and education (ECENTRE). He is vice chair of the BCS Cyber Forensics Special Interest Group.

**Title:**  The Human Factor to Profitability: How People-Centered Cultures Fosters Long-Term Organizational Success

**Abstract:** Human factor is central to organization survival and profitability. In this presentation, Dr. La Venture articulates how people-centered cultures foster employee engagement that in turn leads to long-term organizational success.